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days a winter and jump as malable as clay; but the boats are failure, I say, and the native, like all of this, woman and I can remind our caravel: a little better shell with four fine veil and sail, its doors on Cair Paravel O, O it was something entertaining little to be what they saw. The eyes of
bridges and balloons make peer mates irritable; they cast and clash all afternoon: disasters and lead brains and buy the living room -- a room of metal, warp - woof - wimble. And a worth of moon milk can touch that larger than a distressing. Oh love me, Oh it was a funny thing to be what
they saw 2.  Sprout and the bein I sleep all day woke and austere and I railed, and I was ravaged that the difference between the soup and the bean is a gold ring, it's a braid string. And you can ask the counselor; you can ask the king; and they shall say the same; and it's a funny thing:
Should we go outside? Should we go outside? Should we break some penalty? Are you interested? And as I said, I slept as if dead dreams without lead dreams. When you leave, I am big bones, I feel dish in the dish of the day. Danger! Nearby designs were a white dress, and Hazard!
Danger! near them was a broad boat, and the water! Water! run under a white throat, and the cat premiere to the palace of the Tadpol, who knows you outside! Should we go outside? Should we break some penalty? Are you interested? 3. The book of Right ~ about us should shine a light
on, a light on. And the right-about book is right on, it was right on, I killed my dine with karate - kick 'em in the face, taste the body; it's my job to do. Do you want to sit at my table? My fight reality is flawable with fortunes to get me sexy and capable. And you say that you do pray and say
that you're okay. You want to run with my package? You want to ride on my back? Praying for what you miss isn't distracting. Even when you ruin in my mind something else is ahead; you're behind. And I don't have to remind you to stick with your type and you do say (...) And even when
you touch my face you know your place. We have to shine a light on, a light on. (...) 4. Sadie Sadie, white dress, bring me home. Bury that bone, take this pinecone. Bury follows bone gnaw on it later; Phone. 'Until then we pray &amp; stop the notion that these lives never end. All day you
are talking about mercy: take me to tears, I am sure I'm thirsty. Get down to the bottom where I served you almost, rise up the clouds in which he almost heard you and all that we built, and all that we were breathing, and all that we covered, or pulled away as the grass pulled from the back;
it burns irritable. (we talked up in turn, 'until the crept silence on me) Bless you and I deeply don't settle anymore and I call you but the water goes so cold, and you lose what you don't hold. This is an old song, these are blue old. This is not my tune, but it's me to use. And the Serbs where
the fear grew will flock with a wrath, and they will bury what would come for you down to where I was dark and ask the milk-eyed you and me, and a love so tender, is stretch-on the scene where I stitch-upgrade: The blessing of this house and heart saved. And all I want, and all I need and
all I've had is remnants like grandson. And all I knew is moving away from me. (and all I know is going up like debris) And the worms to eat in the frame will burn in a single foot, among their fans and ferns. And the love we keep, and the love we turn, never grows cold only teaching. And I
will tell you tomorrow. Sadie, go home now. Bless those who have been ill below; bless you who chose it. And all that I had with all that I need was tied to a nose that I lay at your feet. I don't forget, but a silence was crept on me. (So dig your bones, exhume your pinecone, my sadie) 5.
Enflammatory Writ Oh, where is your inflammatory writing? Text you that would insist a light, be lighted? Our musical devotional music is thoughtful – crying do I deserve it? and inflagation ferveurs. (Well, there's no you don't, if you can't get over it) And what does this mean when suddenly
we're spending? Ambitions come and elevate himself and go. Even mollusks have normal, though solemn and lead but you digest for the dying, taking no preserves on your bread – just a diner of salt and a waltz in your empty bed. And I wrote all that I had written, I wrote, writing, that
inasmuch as long as the thirty light, it burned down the night and the night in spite of all the time that we passed on it: one rip of a son's cracks! As they fled out, the wild roots without running the foot- Oh it broke my courage. I don't know how they don't do. And cum for my inflammatory
writing? Well, I wrote it and I didn't swell one bit. Counsel to the master of disaster rattle hearts; he said but what a pen over me, poets! While across the plains are great, fair stings &amp; stings; Horrible, ululate the last Great American novels - A lot illegal, left in stutter and freeze, flooding.
(But at least they didn't run, to credit their illness.) 6. This side of Blue Svetlana's suck lemon in my hand, and I progressed abominable. And I don't know my own way into the ocean, but the sea satisfies knowing its own way to me. The city that turned up, turned protected and slowed and
get my head toes toes and I find myself knowing the things that I knew that's all you can know about this side of the blue and Jaime has dark eyes and glows as boots and they walk through you, two-by-two (re - rent - away); when he looks at you, you know it's nowhere near in: it's the
hardest heart to beat this side of the blue. And sins ment themselves with sufficient ones, and we all fall nut-jaywed to wonder in words! While across the leaves the bird leaves the impossible, in a steady movement, the movement illuminates movement. And Gabriel stands under forest and
moon. Watch them rattle &amp;amp; s boo, see them shake, see them rooms. Watch it fashion a caps in a page in Camus. see him navigate this side undo in the blue. After that, the rest of our lives will be moments of healing when the form goes on declaring an answer. our mothers do
what we have to do (re- rent - re-rent), which is all you can do on this side of the blue. 7. Bulk Gallop Where This Is Wet And Ghostly I Already Go. And the halls were lined with the dembodied wings and dust, falling out of fun meat. And I go where the trees go, and I walk out of a higher
education (for now to hire) and it beat me, but I don't know. Talk to the rich temptology, loading strategies, and the smoke and the way it will be all along (in tranquility, in time) and you enacted at your property free your savings unendingly appreciated, you might have told me before - never
get so attached to a poem you forgot about missing Russian truths; never draw so close to the heat that you forget that you must eat. 8. Cassiopeia Feels the tension mattress under me like the muscles of nonslepy; The flexing pen will undo me, and it vexes me completely. And the hexes
warmly lid like a turkey that slowly jumped like a Jerky Drying Texan but its meat myth cannot be mere and slowly I will consist of a huge mountain of wounds by the string steel SNAP I ring, just before your snow stops it. And in stores they dream of making at night that night can't stop from
fixing. I will swim slowly as an aring in the summer, not despair. Go to sleep, you sky stunning; gently creep mixed by: A quiet imi is thrived by your sore inch, that you suck suspended. Hundreds of tears rage sucked alone. Hold your breath and klaps in Cassiopiea. 9. Peach, Plum, Pear we
speak at the shop I'm a tender and you're scratching more and I'm oozing surprise but it's late in the day and you're well on your way to what was gold going grey and I'm suddenly shy and the gathering floozi must be chosen with all darkness to the hard divide I've read the books straight
interpreted seems you have hit me with palm eyes you this was unlike the story it wrote to be I climbed it back when it used to ride me We were magic gallons in the mouth of the source we swallowed panic in its strength figure I was blue and intoxicated, made me belt like a horse. it does.
Watch it go. You've changed some. Water ruin from the snow. Am I very dear? Do I run rare? You've changed some: peach, plumber, pear. 10. Swamsea If you want to go down and down with your bones so white, and watch the freight trains in the wood, wild shades How would I like to
gnaw, gnaw on your bones so white, and watch as the freight trains, wild grids. All these ghostly towns, it was breathing in old looking (Assateague knee-deep in seafom) - Ho Swansea! Boutonwillow! Lagunitas! Ho Calico! And all these betly bungalows fixes so far, like enduring tops -
infinitely hop down the road. Designed by wind, we are breathing in the south. While such a way, wild and blue, the wild blue rooms. Until we are angry and rheumatic, by way, by the lyrics that have entered. And all we want to do is grind, and crush, and grind! Dear one, drive over, when all
we want to do is grind, and crush, and grind. But if you want to come on down (...) 11. Three Babies (Trade.) There was a night, with a bright lady and three babies there. He sent them to a far-right country to learn their grammar. They didn't go but a very short time, about three months and
a day, when the spark spread this o'er this all world wide and took those babies away. It was about a cold, cold Christmas night when everything was still up to see her three babies come, running down the hill. He spread them a table of bread and wine so that they could drink and eat. he
spread them a bed in herbs of wind, so that they might sleep if sweet. Take it out, call the greatest; take it off, take it off, because I will not stay here, in this wicked world when there is one better for me. Cooling, wet cold, inside my bed, cold clouds, down my feet – tears in my eyes dear
mother shed for me would wet my wind leaves.12. Clam, Krab, Collect, Cowrie That means no where I come from. I'm cold, out looking forward to the coming day. I broke my mouth, and I scratch my nose feeling so good to be a lift. Oh don't, don't live me like I'm shy, no no, just five it up –
There's beaten all dissolving into a row in the unwanted black-washy that can't let go. I can't let go, so I thank the lord, and I thank his sword! 'tho he must min up the morning, slightly bore. Oh, morning, without warning as well. I watch you go. Some morning when the sky seems to be a
road. Some dragons were built to be there and maintained. And some cars are spilled out of great beautiful heights. and some small bells with very small chins. (and they are keen so horrible). I do as I please. Now I'm on my knees. Your skin is something that I stir in my soil. And I'll watch
you and you're starry, starry, starry and I'm tibling down, and I checked a roar. Well, just look around.  That's why I love this city: just saw me serenaded hours!  celebrate only! generic; walk with the open sea - clam, crab, cock, cowrie : will you just watch me? I?
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